My Mom Taught Me How to Dream Big
When I was a kid, my Mom would tell me stories about how we were a
family of dreamers. A family of people that were willing to give up
something good today in order to get something better in the future. And by
telling me these stories over and over again, I started to believe that I could
realize my dreams as well.
Here are some of the stories Mom would tell me…
My great-grandparents lived in Torino, Italy. Around the turn of the century
they decided to leave everything behind and move to Argentina in order to
find more opportunity. They settled in Argentina, learned how to speak
Spanish, and started a dairy cattle business in a small town in central
Argentina.
My grandmother grew up in a very small town in Argentina where everyone
thought they had only two career options: working at the dairy bottling
factory, or working at the farm raising milk cows. Grandma was more
adventurous. Rather than stay in her native town, Grandma took a chance,
moved to a big city, married a restaurateur, and lived a much more
interesting life than the rest of her family and friends who stayed in the dairy
town all their life.
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My dad was a chemical engineer in a small oil town. In 1968, when
economic conditions started to worsen in Argentina, rather than stay there,
he took a chance and moved with my mom, my brother, and I to the U.S.
Leaving his friends and family in search for more opportunity was a risky
and scary move, especially since he didn’t speak much English back then,
but in the long run it really paid off.
I’m amazed when people ask me how someone from hot and humid Houston
can compete in the luge. It’s really pretty simple. I came to the realization
that what city I live in has NOTHING to do with what sport I can compete
in. When the first cold front hits Houston, I fly out to the luge tracks. The
luge tracks have never come or will never come to me.
Start looking outside your immediate surroundings for ways to realize your
dream. Don’t limit your options to what’s obvious. Get a little creative, take
a chance, and do something different. Chase your dream. Your dream will
not land on your lap. You have to go out and get it. When you start getting
bold and unconventional, your life will become an adventure and you’ll be a
lot more successful.
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